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COMPETECOMPETE is a personalized Rank Improvement and AI-based Feedback is a personalized Rank Improvement and AI-based Feedback
System, developed by Hallmark Learning Labs. With a prime focus toSystem, developed by Hallmark Learning Labs. With a prime focus to
develop success habits in JEE and NEET aspirants, highly qualified anddevelop success habits in JEE and NEET aspirants, highly qualified and
specialized educational experts have handcrafted this scientificallyspecialized educational experts have handcrafted this scientifically
proven habit-development platform.proven habit-development platform.

Let's get into the details! In the learning landscape, trends from theLet's get into the details! In the learning landscape, trends from the
past are consistently defining that success not just depends on thepast are consistently defining that success not just depends on the
knowledge depth but actually on the ability to excel in a competitiveknowledge depth but actually on the ability to excel in a competitive
environment. JEE / NEET is a national level competitive exam, lakhs ofenvironment. JEE / NEET is a national level competitive exam, lakhs of
youngsters attend every year. Nevertheless, competition is ever-youngsters attend every year. Nevertheless, competition is ever-
increasing and intense. To get an optimal rank, just being an expert inincreasing and intense. To get an optimal rank, just being an expert in
the subject doesn’t suffice. One has to be really fit for the exam,the subject doesn’t suffice. One has to be really fit for the exam,
especially while answering the questions to stay ahead of theespecially while answering the questions to stay ahead of the
competition.competition.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/compete-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/compete-
personalized-rank-improvement-program-for-jee-neet-8875personalized-rank-improvement-program-for-jee-neet-8875
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